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Concept: A workshop culminating in performance in which students work together to create
performances focused on the relationship between form, movement, and light; in complete silence.
Sound is one of the most important, intimate, and omnipresent elements in the theatre. In dance
it is often the starting point for the choreographer, motivation for the lighting designer, and the vehicle
that drives the performance. It signifies time, emotion, evokes change, and marries the other elements
onstage. By stripping away this great unifier, sound, we may begin to dig deep at the nature of the
relationship between lighting, movement, and form. They are just as powerful as sound can be in their
own right, particularly when they work together. The focus of this workshop will be discovering how
the separate elements work together without the common starting point.
The project is inspired by a conversation between renowned lighting designer Jennifer Tipton
and choreographer Twyla Tharp at the LDI Broadway Master Classes in 2014. I asked how music
played into the relationship between dancer and designer. “It's everything.” they agreed but conceded
that they had both worked in silence for many years. Tharp, as a means to pull focus and improve
timing; Tipton, in a groundbreaking 1994 collaboration with choreographer Sara Rudner called
Necessary Weather which also paired lighting with movement in silence. Tipton commented on the
performance in 2011, “It made me think very carefully about not only how [lighting] looked, but how it
felt to the person onstage, to the person in the light... That changed the way I worked with actors, with
dancers – forever, shall I say.”
I was captivated by the idea and knew that the only way it could be achieved was in an arena
where everyone was brought in at the beginning and given equal importance, rather than in a sequence.
A true collaboration. What kind of art might we create together if we took away, in many ways, the
safety net of the music to carry us through the performances? Furthermore, what if we took it one step
further and -at least for a segment of the performances- began the process with a tangible element, like
a sculpture, rather than something as ephemeral as music?
Goals:
-Understand how lighting and movement can find motivation from each other.
-See what we can create and learn when we cease reactionary creation of art by coming together at the
beginning of the artistic process rather than in a series, layered by subjective 'importance'.
-Experience a true collaboration with students in other areas, as well as our own.
-Learn how the process is effected when we us a tangible element as our common starting point.
-Improve communication skills, timing, and find structure with each other.
-See the process from each other's perspectives so we may carry those lessons into our future careers.
-Understand how the forms of a body, of light, and of sculpture can work together to create something
more than the sum of its parts.
Plans:
The CFA Silence Collaboration Workshop is scheduled to begin two hour rehearsals twice a
week in the Multi Media Room at the start of spring semester. Sculptors will sit in on the first four
rehearsals so we may begin to brainstorm form as a group. We will break for two weeks and upon our
return the sculptors will present several different sketches/models so that we may decide what our final
sculpture will be. Rough models of the sculptures will be made for use during lighting and dance
sketching rehearsals until the final sculptures are ready, no more than one month after the final
sculpture selection. One to two students from each area, signed on the following pages, have
volunteered to be team captains for their areas. They will be responsible for deadlines, communication,
and organization of each area; they do not solely represent the collaborative voices of their area but will
assist in maintaining structure for the workshop process. I have taken an independent study focusing on
the production and organization of the rehearsals and performances with the guidance of Dance
Professor Megan Slayter. If honored with the assistance of the Luscombe Collaborative Arts Fund, we
will premiere the works on Saturday, April 11th in the MMR.
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Budget:
$50 – Playbills and advertising
$100 – Costumes and fabrics
$250 – Sculpture materials
$350 – Lighting perishables; gobos, gel, fog, lamps, etc.
$750
Collaborative group must agree on exact materials purchased in each category (which specific fabrics,
gobos, sculpture materials, how much of each, etc.) As part of independent study, Caitlin Eby will be
book keeper for the group and will give final approval of purchases in respect to funds available and
budgeted amounts allotted. If monies are to be taken from one category and moved to another it must
be by unanimous group decision after all necessary purchases have been completed for said category.
Team captains will be responsible for all purchases for their area as well as organizing receipts.
Current Team Roster:
Caitlin Eby – Lead Collaborator, Lighting Co-Captain
Evan Carlson – Lighting Co-Captain
Ben Deyoe – Lighting Team Member
D.J. Potts – Lighting Team Member
Cory Kalkowski – Lighting Team Member
Andrew Zaccagnini – Lighting Team Member
Caitlyn Simpson – Dance Co-Captain
Jon Curtis – Dance Team Member
Bree McCormack – Dance Team Member
Samantha Soltis – Dance Team Member
Izzabella Irwin - Dance Team Member
Katie Zaharion – Sculpture Co-Captain
Stephen Batts – Sculpture Co-Captain
Eric Ricchi – Sculpture Team Member
Sarah Haic – Sculpture Team Member
Aimee Zufelt – Sculpture Team Member

